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Abstract— Machine Learning field has evolved from the field of Artificial Intelligence, in which machines aim to follow 

intellectual capabilities of human beings. Machine learning is a stream of study of computer algorithms that outperform 

through experience. These algorithms help in discovery of rules and patterns in sets of data.  The paper presents architecture of 

a mobile intelligent system. It also presents machine learning algorithms useful for mobile intelligent system. Besides it also 

discusses performance indicators of machine learning algorithms for mobile intelligent system. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Machine learning is an evolving field of computational 

algorithms that are used to imitate human intelligence by 

learning from the surroundings. It is considered as an 

important field that deals with big data analysis.  

Modern developments in the theory and learning algorithms 

form the foundation of machine learning field. Many 

successful applications of machine learning algorithms have 

been designed and applied in different fields, ranging from 

pattern recognition programs, computer vision to 

information-filtering applications, such as the program 

trained to sense fraudulent credit card transactions,  data 

mining programs, users reading preferences, self-governing 

vehicles which can drive on public highways, spacecraft 

engineering, computational Biology, agriculture, malware 

detection [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 26]. 

Mobile technology has fostered development with the help of 

advancing mobile terminals and mobile networks. Machine 

learning is useful for several mobile applications like activity 

recognition through sensors, categorizing different text, 

identifying various malwares, natural language 

understanding etc. Machine learning algorithms outperform 

in domains of Natural Language Processing, diagnostics, 

bioinformatics, design of internet search engines, mobile 

based learning, classification of DNA sequences, named 

entity recognition, computer vision, sequence learning, game 

playing applications etc.  

The work presents machine learning algorithms useful for 

intelligent system designed for mobile devices. It also 

discusses architecture of intelligent system designed for 

mobile devices along with the performance indicators. 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEM  

The success of mobile applications led to the advancement of 

mobile technology and services. The new mobile 

technological advancements serve as baseline to 

development of new mobile applications and related areas. 

Machine learning applications for mobile devices include 

intellectual game playing, medical diagnosis applications, 

application for language translation, intelligent agents etc. 

The followings are features of mobile applications: 

 It has too less start up time as users use mobile 

devices for small span of time. 

  It has good sensitivity and acknowledges instantly 

when an action is executed. 

 It is designed with focused intention. It has apparently 

defined task set that has to be done with smallest 

clicks or tabs. 

Additionally a mobile application has a set of style 

instructions for the device executing the application. 

An intelligent system is a system that executes those functions 

which usually require human intellect. An intelligent system 

developed for a mobile application is called Mobile 

Intelligent System (MobIS). The system is helpful in effective 

decision making, useful in forecasting or prediction. Figure 1 

shows simple architecture of MobIS.  Architecture of MobIS 
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using sensor technology is designed in [25]. The authors in 

[25] incorporated key functions of data gathering, processing 

and transmission of information. Besides multi criteria 

methods were utilized to discover the best path between the 

source and target of MobIS. 

 

Figure 1.  Architecture of MobIS 

The success of every MobIS is highly dependent on the 

performance of learning algorithms applied on mobile 

applications. The indicators for estimating the performance of 

machine learning algorithms for MobIS are as follows: 

a) Classification accuracy 

b) Sensitivity 

c) Specificity 

Accurate evaluation of results for a known set of data is 

known as classification accuracy whereas correct 

classification of positive instances is called as sensitivity 

measure of a machine learning algorithm. Correct 

classification of negative instances determines the specificity 

measure of a machine learning algorithm. A machine learning 

algorithm achieves good quality if classification accuracy, 

specificity values are good and sensitivity measure is fair 

enough. Hence, the selection of the most suitable algorithm 

plays an important role in successful design of MobIS. 

III. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR MOBIS 

Machine learning applications are in different fields of 

Computer Science, AI, Probability and Statistics, 

Information theory and Psychology. Machine learning 

classification algorithms that are useful for MobIS are 

described in this section. 

A. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

It is a classification algorithm suggested by Vladimir Vapnik 

and colleagues at AT&T Bell laboratories in 1992. It consists 

of learning algorithm that analyze data and recognizes 

patterns. It is useful for both classification and regression 

tasks. The core idea of SVM is use of a nonlinear mapping 

function that converts data in input space to data in feature 

space in a way to make a problem linearly separable [27].  

The input to SVM is a set of training samples. Each marked 

sample belongs to one of the two sets or vectors – positive 

samples or negative samples. The training set of an SVM 

algorithm makes a representation that allocates novel samples 

into one vector (positive samples) or another (negative 

samples). It generates a separating optimal hyper plane in the 

space considering input as two groups of vectors in an n-

dimensional vector space. It attempts to maximize the margin 

between the two given sets or groups [11]. The working of 

SVM is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2.  Working of SVM 

Novel samples are consequently arranged into that similar 

space as expected in a group based on the area of the margin 

they are associated. SVM has a excellent theoretical 

foundation and is found very useful in real world applications. 

SVM is useful in predicting DNA sequences in 

bioinformatics, designing diagnostic applications, protein 

structure formation etc. 

B. Decision Tree 

It is a tree or hierarchical structure based classification 

algorithm [12]. A tree has one root, branches, internal nodes 

and leaves. It is a graphical structure having internal nodes 

that signify tests on one or more characteristics and leaf nodes 

signify the decision results. Figure 3 shows a simple decision 

tree. 
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Figure 3.  A simple Decision Tree 

In classification and prediction Decision Tree is used as a 

powerful algorithm. It applies various decision rules on input 

for forecasting or for future course of actions.  It is a 

classification algorithm which uses principle of partitioning 

by making recursive partitions of instance space.  It represents 

rules, in human understandable form in knowledge systems. 

Figure 4 illustrates the working model of a Decision Tree 

 

Figure 4.  The working model of a Decision Tree 

Decision Tree design is either from left to right or beginning 

from the top to bottom nodes. The internal node is divided 

into two or more branches. A node in a Decision Tree 

symbolizes a certain feature/characteristic and the branches 

represent decision outcomes. The Decision Tree learners 

discussed in the work are: 

1) REPTree 

It is a learner that comes under the category of a Decision 

Tree. It creates a Decision Tree based on information gain as 

the basis of division. It minimizes the tree using pruning 

method of reduced error [13]. The pruning method is applied 

till any more pruning decreases the classification accuracy. It 

is an efficient learning algorithm. 

2) Random Tree 

The Random Tree is designed at random from set of possible 

trees where each tree in the set has the same probability of 

being sampled. Relevant features are selected on the basis of 

random features. Random Trees are efficient and accurate 

models of learning. 

3) J48 Tree 

J48 is based on the feature values of the existing training set 

of data [14]. It functions on recognition of an attribute or 

feature that distinguishes various instances more accurately. 

J48 is slightly modified decision tree. J48 results in Decision 

Tree for specified dataset partitioning data samples 

recursively. It comes under the category of depth-first 

strategy. It selects a test from all possible tests of dividing 

data samples with best information gain value. 

4) Decision Stump 

It is also termed as single-level Decision Tree where division 

at the root is based on a particular attribute/value pair. It 

consists of single internal node (the root) that is attached to 

the leaves. It makes a forecast on basis of just a single input 

characteristic. Decision Stumps are also known as 1-rules 

[15]. These are also used as vital learner modules with 

Boosting and Bagging algorithms. 

5) Random Forest 

It is an ensemble learning algorithm consisting of tree-

structured classifiers [16]. Each tree in forest donates a unit 

vote for predicting the most probable class label for each 

input feature. It is also useful for identifying non linear data 

patterns. One of the important benefits of Random Forest is 

that it does not show over fitting, even if greater number of 

trees is added to forest. 

It is one of the best machine learning algorithms which is 

useful for different types of classifications [17]. It is an 

efficient classification algorithm and is robust to noise. It can 

handle numerical and categorical data [18]. It successfully 

solves many disease diagnosis problems in the literature [19, 

20, 21, 22]. 

 

C.Case Based Reasoning (CBR) 

It is a famous algorithm that uses solutions of the problems 

solved previously, for solving new problems. By using 

previous solution examples it then attempts to resolve step by 

step fresh problems. Every solution is called as a case [23]. 

A novel case is stated by preliminary portrayal of the 

problem. Each case is chosen from an arrangement of past 

cases and the past case is then joined with the new case by a 

reuse methodology. The solved case becomes an example 

solution to the problem characterised. The known solution is 

implemented sensibly to solve the real world problems after it 

is tested. The test phase is termed as amendment to the 

problem. 

The retaining phase begins after testing phase concludes. The 

retaining phase retains vital experience for reusing it in future 

and case base is improved by a recently discovered case or by 

updating of some subsisting cases. 
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D.Correlation And Regression Tree (CART) 

CART is used for evaluating predicting class variables values 

(Classification) and continuous dependent variables 

(Regression). Both regression and classification problems can 

be solved using CART [24]. CART works by designing trees 

and selecting an optimal tree which suits the requirements. 

It needs less input for further investigation. It is the greatest 

advantage of this algorithm as compared to other algorithms 

which require more inputs and a detailed examination of 

intermediary outcomes and explanation of outcomes. 

E.Rule Induction 

It is a widely used algorithm. It is a simple algorithm as rules 

are simple to frame and infer than a regression model or an 

ANN. It works on if-then rules, decision trees or related kind 

of knowledge arrangements. This algorithm progresses by 

rule condition matching process and finds the first rule whose 

condition matches the example, employing an all-or-none 

match process [24]. It makes use of Greedy search method. 

Propositional learning and Relational learning are two ways 

of rule induction. 

F.Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming 

Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming are a type of 

computing paradigms that are useful in problem solving. In 

Genetic Algorithms biological evolution algorithms are 

applied on the principle of like natural selection [24]. The 

foundation of Genetic Algorithms is genes, chromosomes and 

population. The basis of Genetic Algorithms is Darwin theory 

“the survival of the fittest”. The algorithm uses a fitness 

function which results in the best solutions selected from a set 

of individuals. The individuals that are found appropriate 

have better chance for their selection. On completion of 

selection process new individuals are created. This is known 

as mutation or crossover. 

A combination of the genetic make-up of the two solution 

candidates generates new individuals, in crossover process. 

Some randomly chosen segments of genetic information are 

changed in order to obtain a new individual, in mutation 

process. The process of generation of individuals does not 

conclude until one of the conditions for example minimum 

criterion is satisfied or the desired level of fitness is attained 

or a specific number of generations are obtained or any of the 

combinations of the above is reached. 

It is difficult to find out that one learning algorithm 

outperforms the other, though the performance of any 

machine learning algorithm highly depends upon the 

application domain and corresponding requirements. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The paper discussed architecture of MobIS and performance 

indicators of machine learning algorithms for MobIS namely 

classification accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. 

Classification accuracy and specificity values should be 

relatively good whereas sensitivity should be fair enough for 

achieving a better performance. The paper also presented 

machine learning algorithms useful for MobIS. It is difficult 

to state that one learning algorithm performs better than the 

other, though the performance of a machine learning 

algorithm highly depends upon the application domain and 

corresponding requirements. 
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